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the 2nd fcl conference territorial encounters will focus on the development, the evolution 
of concepts and strategies for new urban qualities for future cities. 

globalization is profoundly reshaping the scale, configuration and functional mix of our 
cities. this not only affects the historic urban centres but also the suburban, peri-urban and 
hinterland regions beyond.
multiple centres, hubs and nodes increasingly supplement the recognizable city centres. 
These are drawn together in a network of communication infrastructures (rail, road, air, 
water, internet) to form complex polycentric urban regions that extend far into once rural 
hinterlands.

today’s urban regions are thus characterized by a variety of different types of urbanization, 
which include specific potentials and problems for spatial design, planning, modeling and 
technological innovation. How can we compare and evaluate these types? How can their po-
tential be recognized and promoted?

the 2-days conference will adress these issues under three themed blocks: urban transforma-
tion, high tech - low tech and regional neighbours.

block i: urban transformation 
urban transformation detects potentials of diverse urban neighborhoods. how can social, 
cultural and creative values be detected, intgrate and implemented in a diverse planning ap-
proach. which instruments in the field of governance, legislation, management, conservati-
on and design can be deployed to induce sustainable transformation processes that preserve 
qualities and introduce new ones?

block ii: high tech - low tech
High-tech low-tech seeks to promote knowledge sharing to optimise the use of local resour-
ces, design skills, new technologies and construction methods. The aim is to increase urban 
qualities and urban equity in both the developed and developing world.

block iii: regional neighbours
the notion of scales has significantly evolved from traditional inside-outside-concept to a 
blurred definition. regional neighbours will therefore deal with the necessity of exploring 
new social and spatial concepts of borders and border situation, which affects space and 
actors. what are the dependencies of various neighbors on global, regional and local scale? 

parallel research sessions: reflection  groups
tuesday morning is allocated to select fcl-researchers to present their work within their fcl-
module. the conference guest-speakers will be allocated to one of the three blocks to take 
part of the debate.
in addition questions from the audience and the guests will be integrated by the moderators.



monday, september 10th. 2012
werner siemens auditorium, eth hönggerberg

tuesday, september 11th. 2012
werner siemens auditorium, eth hönggerberg
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registration
WELCOME
prof. dr. stephen cairns, fcl scientific coordinator

 rules as tool
 ass. prof. dr. alex lehnerer
spaces and view in the sky
dr. belinda yuen

atlas of the copenhagens
dr. dean simpson

urban transformation and the role of urbanistic creativity
prof. dr. angelus eisinger

tending diversity
prof. kees christiaanse

coffee break (20 min)

lunch (60 min)

constructing alternatives
ass. prof. dirk hebel

s.l.u.m. lab torre confinanzas - the future of informal 
vertical communities
prof. alfredo brillembourg and prof. hubert klumpner
advancing our understanding of travel and the city: 
the case of singapore
prof. kay axhausen

design of robitic fabricated highrises
prof. mathias kohler

designing the ecocity
dr. ken yeang

disrupting liberal assumptions in urban development
prof. beng huat chua

apero and s.l.u.m. lab: asian mode european launch

transfer to dinner
dinner

WELCOME
prof. kees christiaanse, fcl programme leader

future cities life cycle simulation - from design to management
prof. dr. gerhard schmitt
seoulution - learning from inspiring solutions in seoul
bart reuser

coffee break and branch out into the reflection groups (rooms in hit-building tbc) (20 min)

chair:       ass. prof. milica topalovic    ass. prof. dirk hebel        ass. prof. dr. alex lehnerer
of survivors and loosers: exploring patterns of 
transformation of the singapore building stock
iris belle
capturing alternatives from cinematic documen-
tation to implementation strategies
felix heisel
the politics of the plot - how to establish authori-
ty over the groundj. macker and l. stieger
combining low-tech and high- tech data acquisiti-
on and organisation approaches to support urban 
designg. aschwanden, d.shin, c. zhong

designing a demand responsi-
ve timetable for mrt services
lijun sun
creating an integrated design 
workflow for the opitmizati-
on of lowex design
kianwee chen
software environments for 
designing with robots
jason lim

rethinking environmental 
sustainability in the pearl 
river delta
dr. max hirsh
integrated hydraulic model-
ling
kashif schaad
the hinterlands approach
m. jaeggi and m. knuesel
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architecture of territory
ass. prof. milica topalovic

testing spaces in south korea - green field, brown field, mine field
dr. jesse lecavalier

comparativism, transnationalism and neighborliness
prof. dr. jane jacobs

coffee break (20 min)

landscape and ecology - the case of the ciliwung river in jakarta
prof. christioph girot

do cities really have neighborhoods
prof. bill hillier

masterplanning futures -  fcl conference 2012
lucy bullivant

roundtable forum
k. yeang, b.h. chua, b. hillier, l. bullivant, k. christiaanse, a. eisinger

farewell and apero

14:40 

open discussion

presented block Iurban transformation

coffee break (20 min)

lunch (60 min)

presented block IIIregional neighbourspresented block IIhigh-tech, low-tech


